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To develop an efficient contactless paring system

for doctors/patients, on the arrival of patients at medical centres.

Improve the efficiency of primary and secondary
healthcare centres & makes consultations smoother for patients.
Doctors struggling to identify when a patient

has arrived for their appointment and where they are parked.
Currently a staff member is waiting outside watching for arrivals
which is a waste of resources. My solution will also stop people
from getting out of their cars and trying to enter the surgery.
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The Problem: Doctors struggling to identify when a patient has arrived for their appointment during lockdown.

How it Began

CLOSED
My Mum is a GP. Her patients
have to let her know they have
arrived for their appointment
but can’t enter the practice.

A problem for Patients:
Patients try phoning the reception on
arrival. The phone lines are often busy due
to GPs doing phone consultations. This is
frustrating and they get angry.

When patients cannot get through on the
phone, they often miss their appointment
time. This leads to wasted consultation
time, With GPs running late there is an
increased risk of more patients ending up
in the building at the same time, and from
this an increased risk of transmission.
This is very stressful for
reception staff trying to
answer so many calls and do
their regular work.

The New Zealand Royal
College of General
Practitioners advised that
from the 23rd of March, 2020
all GPs had to reduce their
face-to-face consultation
rate by 70% in order to try
and reduce the transmission
of COVID-19. This lead to
practices closing their front
doors…
… and a new problem of how
those patients still needing
to be seen, could let the
doctor know that they had
arrived for their
appointment.
There is a need to reduce
the number of sick and
vulnerable people gathering
in practices and healthcare
centres.

Why it Matters
Figures out of
Italy have
determined doctors
waiting rooms
contribute
significantly to the
spread of
COVID-19.

Practices have to
have a staff member
outside of the building
to check patients ‘
arrival, and let the GP
know where they are
parked.

Why is this a problem?
This is a waste of valuable staff
resources, especially at a time when GP
practices are under great financial strain
due to loss of face-to-face consults.
The staff member outside…
• Is isolated.
• Is risk of abuse from angry patients.
• Gets cold and wet.

THIS IS A PROBLEM FOR ALL GENERAL PRACTICES AND MEDICAL CENTRES
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CLINIC
9 patients had
difficulty letting the
practice know that
they had arrived.

After a face-toface consult, my
GP mum asked
15 patients about
the check-in
process during
lockdown.

All patients thought
a self check-in
option would be a
good idea

Medical Centres
in New Zealand
use 2 main
computer systems
– Medtech32 and
MyPractice to
store patient
electronic medical
records (EMR)

Both systems have patient portal features
(Manage My Health and ConnectMed).
These allow patients to
•
View their EMR
•
Make an appointment
•
Request a prescription
However, they do NOT have a self ‘check-in’ feature.
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My innovation is for:
• GP practices
• Health centres
And potentially
• Hospitals

During lockdown, a staff member has to stand
outside the building. When a patient arrives,
they
•
Make sure the patient doesn’t enter the
building
•
Take the patient’s name
•
Make a note of where they are parked
•
Go back into the practice and ask a
receptionist to mark them as arrived in the
computer system

When patients
arrive, a
receptionist has to
manually mark
them as arrived in
the system.

Some medical centres
use a sign-in iPad, but
this is inside the building
and is not contactless.
This cannot be used
during lockdown.

I had replies
from 8
receptionists
and 6
doctors.

80% agreed
the current
check-in
system is
inadequate.

I emailed an
anonymous
survey to
receptionists
and doctors in
the GP
practice.

90% agreed
a patient self
check-in
service is a
good idea.

Contactless
They need a system that is…

Easy to use
My research included:
Looking at how I could use google
maps and/or location services to help
with notifying doctors' practices when
a patient has arrived and pinpointing
where they are in the carpark. I also
investigated how QR Codes work and
their scanners/readers.

My innovation
could include:
•
•
•

An app
Text/Email
service
QR code
scanner

Patient-friendly
Reliable
Accessible to all
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Patience is a contactless self-check-in system for medical centres, which incorporates an app and a messaging service.

How it Works
The patient installs the
Patience app on their phone.
It displays their appointment
time and an ‘I’m on my way’
option which the patient selects
when leaving
This activates location services

Upon arrival at the practice, the
app will confirm that the patient
has arrived, and note which
carpark number they are
parked in.

The GP and receptionist will
receive a patient arrival alert on
their computer.
It will advise where the patient
is parked

The GP can then go & meet the
patient
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It solves the problem of
•
•
•
•

An alternative option
– the app generates
Placing a valuable staff member outside the building
a barcode which the
Time wasted trying to find patients in the carpark
patient scans on their
Frustrated patients trying to let the practice know they have arrived when arrival. This would
the phone lines are busy, and the doors are locked
require a scanner to
Increased risk of transmission of infection to patients and staff if they
be placed outside of
enter the building to check in.
the practice. BUT it
wouldn’t give the
location of the patient
– and the scanner is
It improves peoples lives by
an extra cost.
Reducing staff stress
Increasing efficacy, thereby allowing more sick patients to
This system can be linked
be seen. Doctors are on time and phone lines are free.
to the practice’s
Reducing patient's frustration so they are more likely to
appointment system – in
seek help
the same way as selfcheck-in iPads are
It saves money by
currently linked.
Reducing risk of infection transmission to staff by keeping
patients in the car.
Making better use of valuable staff

It is sustainable because

Messaging Service - for those patients that don’t have a smartphone e.g. elderly
The patient will be sent a text message confirming their appointment
The message will ask them to reply by text when they have arrived at the practice with their carpark
space number.
This solves the problem for access to those patients that do not have a smartphone. This also
allows the practice to know where the patient is parked.

